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Description: With the establishment of Food Studies programs at universities in North America and elsewhere over the past several decades, cookbooks are now fully recognized by academic libraries as valuable troves of all kinds of information. Foodways researcher Barbara Wheaton uses cookbooks to document the use of ingredients; kitchen equipment and the workspace; and cooking techniques across time and space. And as NYU professor of Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public Health Marion Nestle writes in her foreword to 101 Classic Cookbooks, “food history is inscribed in cookbooks. Recipes are gateways to understanding how people ate and thought about foodways in the past.”

This presentation will examine the Jewish cookbook collections at UCLA and Stanford University Libraries in two ways. First, David Hirsch will talk about his experiences with cookbook collecting and show examples from UCLA’s holdings. Then Anna Levia will explore the question: Using tools of textual analysis, what can digital humanities researchers discover and learn from Jewish cookbooks? Drawing on congregation and other Jewish community cookbooks from the library holdings of Stanford University and UCLA, Anna will outline the steps of a simple text mining project. She will document process, challenges and possibilities along the way.
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